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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

Words From the Overseer
EXPANDING THE ORDER

In the Summer edition of the Warrior's LVX I welcomed a
Temple in another country into our midst. This quarter has
seen an expansion of another kind, an expansion within
the order; The first child of two HOOR members was born.
This event lead me to consider again how a member, an
avowed Thelemite from the First Grade of Our Order,
should proceed in the rearing of her or his children. How
much advice is available, how accessible is it, is it really
relevant? These questions all loomed large before me.
There is some "advice" in Uber Aleph, and in Uber LI "The
Lost Continent", where AC "ruminates", fantasizes or what
have you concern ing Atlantis, there is much mention of
children and children's issues. Some, and I stress some, of
this information probably formed part of AC's Philosophy
concerning children. It is interesting to read the material in
this context at any rate. There is the odd mention of child
rearing in "Magick In Theory and Practice". Motta, as well,
talks about the matter in various places throughout his
commentaries. So there are scattered opinions, well
informed opinions, yes, but opinions never the less, on the
subject of rearing children. (This is an important point to
keep in mind concerning this issue.) Still there are no real
caveats in the Holy Books, class A documents that is,
does this surprise anyone?, probably not. All the
commentary, the opinion, the theory is m dass B and C.
Why? Simply this, we write the book of "theory" everyday.
We are the pioneers ot spiritual freedom in the world. From
us our children will learn, by our examples, good or bad,
how to interface with the world. They in their turn will teach
their children these things, good or bad . We build the

future block by block, our children will learn from us not
always what we know but how we apply what we know.
We build the future stone by stone, our children will learn
from us those things which we truly understand, in that all
that is understood is part of the current of the life in which it
is acted out. In essence I would say that Thelemic parents
should follow their beliefs and practices. They should
never bow to the pressure to conform to social traditions
which go counter to the 93 Current as they understand that
Current. Parents should first be inspired people, if they
wish to inspire their children. True "family values" include,
affection, direction , stimulation both mental and spiritual
and security. These accounted for a child may grow to
realize her or his potential as a Star among Us.
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IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS
The HOOR Hotline - Grand Lodge - is (317)322-9393
The HOOR National Information Line is (813)273-8984

The HOOR WORLD WIDE INFORMATION NET
operating 7 days a week 24 hours a day - 300 - 14.4 Kb.
The number is - (908)528-7013.
There are a number of HOOR specific files as well as a
number of general Thelemic documents available tor
download.
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The Method of Science •:• The Aim of Religion
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Notes of Interest
Congratulations to Soror Heather M. and Frater Joshua
Z. on the birth of their son Seth Enoch Zintel. Born
8/3/95ev. May the babe catch Life with both hands!
All HOOR and A:.A:. Insignia are available from Grand
Lodge. Contact them for more information and prices.
Fine ROBES, Hoods and Nemysses both HOOR and
A:.A :. are now available from Grand Lodge; Contact
Heather Stephan by Mail or on the Hotline Number for
styles and prices.
Holy Oil is now available. The price is $5.00 per dram
and $2.00 for shipping for up to 10 drams of oil. Terms:
Send Check or Money Order, made out to Ray Eales for
the exact amount of the purchase, to the Office of the
Overseer.
BABALON GUILD is forming for more information write
to David Stein C/O A/OM Temple or drop him email on
HOORWIN

On Practices

I often get letters with interesting questions so in Carnac
the Magnificent fashion I thought that this month I would
share some of the responses to those questions in the On
Practices column. It is my idea that non sequitur such as
these may provide food for thought and some
entertainment at the same time. Though the questions
varied widely the vague theme in all of the responses is
fractals.

On the English Qabala:
(A student saw a pattern in AL ii 76 and wrote me
concerning that discovery.)
There is a problem with this scheme that immediately
presents itself. 4 6 3 8 are presented in the holograph MS
as separate entities. 24 & 89 later in the cipher are

definitely joined. This messes with your number of terms
but I think that it is stretching things to far to arbitrarily
group 4&6 and 3&8. I mean why this grouping why not 4
638 or 463 8 or 4 63 8 etc. If you study the holograph MS
closely you may notice other groupings. Your experiment
does point out the somewhat arbitrary nature of all
Qabalistic manipulations. The fact that certain
synchronistic correspondences begin to emerge with your
scheme is more related to the nature of the "Fractal" as
utilized in its aspect of describing so called natural
phenomenon : cf. any good mathematical text describing
these functions . It is just possible that what Qabalists
have been doing all this time is fractal math. The difficulty
is simply that hundreds or thousands or even millions of
iterations of a particular fractal equation must be plotted
before a "pattern" emerges. And even then this pattern
must be "viewed" in a new dimension to recognize its
"ordered-ness". E.g. if one plots the results of several
thousand iterations of one of the fractal formulas as
deviations in the y direction on an x y coordinate axes
system and plots equal increments for each of these
iterations along the x axis one has just described a line
that repeats its pattern i.e. a waveform. Given current
digital sound reproduction technologies one could in
effect play this fractal waveform. It would have a timbre
unique to its particular mathematical formula and the
seed value of the original equation. If you were to plot two
such equations, one along an x axis and one along a z
axis (still plotting deviations in the y axis for both) then
interpolate the results as a planar surface the results
would be a parametric surface with irregularities
(depending on the seed value of each original equation)
that would cause the surface to appear as if it were some
natural terrain . Thus seemingly random results form
familiar patterns, the patterns of terrain, of music, of
coastline, of arrangements of leaves on trees, of the
distribution of grains of sand on the beach and so on .
This data points out a certain futility in lone Qabalistic
research. It also points out a plausible reason as to why it
has required generations of effort to produce the data
now available. Concerning AL II 76 I get 28 undeniably
discrete terms using the formula 2nth I get over 268
million possible combinations!
Regarding the evolution of the human mind:
(A student wrote asking my opinion on genetic vs learned
intelligence.)
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The neurons in the brains of early homo sapiens reached
a "critical mass" so to speak. At that moment the mind
became a fractional dimension and its effective
"circumference" became infinite. At that moment the
human became God.
On Flow, Aliens, Chaos, Creation :
(A Student asked for my opinion on Aliens .)
Aliens : I have seen Ross Perot... . does he count? I don't
know about aliens. I have no opinion worth reciting on the
subject. It seems rather unlikely that we would be the only
ones in the un iverse . Matter-energy follows flow and flow
follows attractors which cause certain patterns to resound
throughout nature, the cosmos, our brains, everything
really. I feel that these aliens would be rather close to us:
so as to make visitation more likely .... why? attractors
tend to replicate patterns in generally the same sectors ,
also if the idea of flow is valid the turbulence of event one
(supposing an event one for the present) would just now
have stabilized to laminar flow so as to make conditions
possible for life to develop.
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SPECIAL

NOTE

If there are topics that the Membership would like
to see addressed in future 'On Practices·
columns, please send those requests to the
Office of The Overseer, attention On Practices,
before the submission deadline as posted at the
end of the Newsletter.
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hadn 't really thought that that would be the case .. .. mild
surprise turned to shock when one day I received this
little note :
"I have never fondled her buns at all, I deny it, I absolutely
never really very much at all noticed her heavy pendulous
breasts with their pert nipples and ... .. ", well you get the
gist of the content... . the note was torn at the bottom and
the handwriting showed great agitation, if on,e can judge
by the shaky scrawled signature, but if I did not know
better I would guess that it was from that preeminent
diarist of the American Political Scam er .... scene Senator
Bob Packwood . Bob's Bomb, as it is affectionately known
in certain circles, is well on its way to becoming a best
seller. Bob's Bomb confirms what many of us (the Goat
Party chief among them) knew all along .... politicians are
sleazy. This news may come as a shock to inbred blue
bloods from Savannah or from Charleston or from
Sacramento or from any of those thousands of other
inbred blue blooded places. But that this sl1ould be so
seems, here on the Mongrel coast at least, pretty natural.
Senator Bob, or Bulging Bob as he is known among his
female staffers, in reacting to and acting out his juvenile
fantasies points up the beauty of that which is said in the
Book of the Law, about veiling of vices .... Those diaries
point out also how this juvenile, peep show, mentality
affects us, everyone of us who are 'governed' by the
lowest common denominator. The revelations in this most
interesting diary should be fuel for the fire of change. We
must not let this go unanswered, we must exercise our
right to revolution ... . vote them out and then demand
qualified and competent candidates. It is up to "we the
people" to organize this change, the politicians will never
do it for us. We must rein them in, we must insist that they
do Our Wills, thus and only thus can we be a true
Republic and not a series of connected feudal states.

I

Last quarter's Eye on the Pomposite
stirred up the dust quite a bit.... there
were many claims of responsibility for
the characters in that little pool. Though the article was
about a situation (one which happens all to often really}
and not a particular character, it is interesting to me that
so many individuals recognized themselves therein . I

There are still a few copies of The Equinox Volume VII
no. , for sale from Silver Star Publications.
HOOR Members can get the book tor $25.00
(the list price is $34.50) send check or money order for $25.00 + $2.50 postage
to Silver Star Publications
P.O. Box 23252
Tampa, FL 33623
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ADDRESSES TO KNOW

Office of the Overseer
& Abbey of Thelema
P.O. Box 24691
Tampa, FL 33623
Grand Lodge
P .O. Box 44143
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Attention Mr. M. Lower
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A Temple is forming in the Milwaukee area
for local information contact Jim Vandenbusch
at (414)777-3940
A Temple is forming in the Kansas City area
for local information contact Dennis Wilson
at P.O.Box 7505, Kansas City, MO 64116

Villa Cygnus - an Abbey of Thelema
P.O. Box 666
Old Greenwich, CT 06870
Horus Lodge
P.O. Box 24691
Tampa, FL 33623
TEMPLES
A/OM Temple
209 Sanford Ave.
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
Bahlasti! Temple
743 E. Broadway #127
Lousiville, KY 40202

~REETIIl~S Oi THE
BUTllffiilBh EQUIIlOX
TO Bhh!
mav this Seasons change bring lntrospedlon and !Jog.
mav the Butumn tide lli the planet delight and thrllL
mav the oolces lli the past unite with the oolces ci the
present to caroe a dear course Into the future.

The OverSeer

London Temple
email: minogue@cix.compulink.co.uk

Submissions policy
The Brothers of The Hawk Temple
1811 Charles St.
Eau Clair, WI 54703
Love is the law, love under w ill.

The Warriors LVX welcomes submissions of articles,
reviews or poetry by all members of H.O.O.R.. The
submission deadline is one month before each Equinox
or Solstice. Typed mss please or text data files (ASCII)
on 3.5 inch floppies in either IBM or Amiga format. Send
submissions to The Office of the Overseer.
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